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We prove a Maschke type theorem for Doi]Hopf modules. A sufficient condi-
tion in order to have a Maschke type property is that there exists a normalized
integral map for the Doi]Hopf datum in question. The results are applied to
graded modules and to Yetter]Drinfel'd modules. As another application, a
characterization of cosemisimple coalgebras over a field is given. Q 1997 Academic
Press
INTRODUCTION
A clue result in classical representation theory is Maschke's Theorem,
stating that a group ring over a finite group is semisimple if and only if the
characteristic of the field does not divide the order of the group. Keeping
in mind the fact that a group ring is an example of a Hopf algebra, one can
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ask if Maschke's Theorem can be generalized to finite-dimensional Hopf
w xalgebras. Larson and Sweedler 13 proved that a finite-dimensional Hopf
 .algebra H is semisimple if and only if there exists a left or right integral
in H, such that the image of this integral under the augmentation map
equals 1. If one works over a commutative ring K, the semisimplicity is
replaced by the following condition: every short exact sequence of H-
modules that splits as a sequence of K-modules, also splits as a sequence
of H-modules.
Several other generalizations of Maschke's Theorem have appeared in
w xthe literature. In a recent paper 8, Theorem 1 , Doi proves a Maschke
type theorem for relative Hopf modules. Let H be a Hopf algebra, and A
 .a right H-comodule algebra. A relative Hopf module is an A-module and
an H-comodule, satisfying an appropriate compatibility relation. Let
w : H ª A be a total integral this is an H-colinear map such that
 . .w 1 s 1 , and suppose that one of the two following conditions holds:H A
 2  .  .  .  .H is involutory i.e., S s I , w H : Z A , and w hk s w kh forH
all h, k g H;
 .A is faithful as a K-module and w H : K.
Then every short exact sequence of relative Hopf modules that is split as a
sequence of A-modules, is also split as a sequence of relative Hopf
modules. The splitting map can be constructed as follows: suppose that
 .p: N ª M is a right A-linear map splitting a morphism M ª N of
relative Hopf modules. Then p: N ª M defined byÄ
p n s p n w S p n S n .  .  .  .Ä  .  /0: 0: 1: :  :0 1
is a splitting map that is A-linear and H-colinear.
w xOur starting point is now the following question asked by Doi in 8 : can
we prove a Maschke type theorem for relative Hopf modules under more
general assumptions? We proceed as follows. First, we replace relative
Hopf modules by the more general Doi]Hopf modules, as introduced by
w xDoi in 9 . Doi]Hopf modules are K-modules, on which we have at once
an action by an H-comodule algebra A, and a coaction by an H-module
coalgebra C. If we take C s H, then we recover the relative Hopf modules
considered above. Many other module structures related to Hopf algebras
appear as special cases. Let us mention Hopf modules, modules graded by
a group or by a G-set, and Yetter]Drinfel'd modules. For more details on
w xDoi]Hopf modules, we refer the reader to 9, 2]4 .
We then introduce the notion of integral map for the threetuple
 .   .H, A, C in the sequel, the threetuple H, A, C is called a Doi]Hopf
. w xdatum . It was already observed in 9 that C m A is in a natural way a
Doi]Hopf module; in fact it has the structure of a two-sided Doi]Hopf
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 w x.module cf. 4 . If C is finitely generated and projective, then C* m A is
 w x. w xalso a two-sided Doi]Hopf module cf. 3 . In 3 , it is shown that
Frobenius type properties for the category of Doi]Hopf modules are
related to the existence of a proper isomorphism between the objects
C m A and C* m A. We have a similar phenomenon for Maschke type
properties. If C is not necessarily finitely generated, then we can make
C m A and C* m A into an A-bimodule and a right C*-module. Our main
 .result Theorem 2.5 is now the following: if there exists an A-bilinear
C*-linear map c : C m A ª C* m A, satisfying the normalization condi-
 .tion 2.17 , then every short exact sequence of Doi]Hopf modules that is
split as a sequence of A-modules, is also split as a sequence of Doi]Hopf
modules.
 .The map c is called a normalized integral map. The idea behind this
terminology is the following: if L g H* is an integral, then we can
 .construct an integral map c : H m A ª H* m A using 2.18 . Moreover,L
 :c is normalized if and only if L, 1 s 1, that is, if H is cosemisimple.L
The second part of Doi's Theorem cited above appears as a special case of
Theorem 2.5.
In Section 3, we apply our results to some specific situations. We obtain
versions of Maschke's Theorem for modules graded by a G-set Corollary
.  .3.1 and for Yetter]Drinfel'd modules Corollary 3.5 . If C is finite, then
the existence of a normalized integral implies that the extension A ª
 .AaC* is right semisimple Corollary 3.3 , and this extends a result of
 w x.Cohen and Fischman cf. 6 .
In Section 4, we focus attention on the case A s H s K. In this
particular situation, a Doi]Hopf module is nothing else than a C-
comodule. An integral map is now a map C m K ( C ª C* m K ( C*.
Over a field K, the existence of a normalized integral map is equivalent to
 .cosemisimplicity of C m L for every field extension L of K Theorem 4.3 .
Over an algebraically closed field, this result may be viewed as a general-
ization to coalgebras of the dual version of Maschke's Theorem for Hopf
algebras: a coalgebra C is cosemisimple if and only if there exists a
normalized integral map c : C ª C*.
1. NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS
Throughout this paper, K will be a commutative ring with unit. Unless
specified otherwise, all modules, algebras, coalgebras, Hopf algebras, ten-
sor products, and homomorphisms are over K. H will be a Hopf algebra
over K with bijective antipode, and we will extensively use Sweedler's
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S-notation; for example, if C is a coalgebra with comultiplication D , thenC
we write for all c g C
D c s c m c g C m C. . C 1. 2.
If M is a left C-comodule, with coaction map r , then we writeM
r m s m m m . M y1: 0:
for m g M. A similar notation applies to right C-comodules. CM will be
the category of left C-comodules and C-colinear maps. For a K-algebra A,
 .  .M resp. M will be the category of right resp. left A-modules andA A
A-linear maps.
For two K-modules V and W, t : V m W ª W m V will denote the
switch map, that is,
t ¨ m w s w m ¨ .
for all ¨ g V and w g W.
 .If C is a coalgebra, then C* s Hom C, K is an algebra. The multipli-
cation is given by the convolution
 :f ) g , c s f , c g , c : : 1. 2.
for all f , g g C* and c g C. C is a C*-bimodule. The left and right action
are given by the formulas
c* © c s c*, c c and c £ c* s c*, c c :  : 2. 1. 1. 2.
for c* g C* and c g C. A left C-comodule M is in a natural way a right
C*-module. The action is given by
m ? c* s c*, m m : y1: 0:
for all m g M and c* g C*. If C is projective as a K-module, then a
K-linear map f : M ª N between two left C-comodules is C-colinear if
and only if it is right C*-linear.
An algebra A that is also a left H-comodule is called a left H-comodule
algebra if the comodule structure map r is an algebra map. Similarly,A
a coalgebra that is also a right H-module is called a right H-module
 .coalgebra if the module structure map C m H ª C, c m h ¬ c ? h is a
coalgebra map.
Now consider a left H-comodule algebra A and a right H-module
w x  .coalgebra C. Following 2 , we will call the threetuple H, A, C a Doi]Hopf
 .datum. A right]left H, A, C -Doi]Hopf module is a K-module M, which
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is a right A-module and a left C-comodule such that the following
compatibility relation holds,
r l ma s m ? a m m a , 1.1 .  .M y1: y1: 0: 0:
for all a g A, m g M. Here r l : M ª C m M is the left C-coaction on M.M
C  .  .M H will be the category of right]left H, A, C -Hopf modules andA
 w x.A-linear C-colinear homomorphisms see 9 . Similarly, a left]right
 .H, A, C -Hopf module is a left A module and a right C-comodule such
that
r r am s a m m m ? Sy1 a 1.2 .  .  .M 0: 0: 1: y1:
 .for all a g A and m g M. The category of left]right H, A, C -Doi]Hopf
 .Cmodules will be denoted by M H . A two-sided Doi]Hopf module is anA
C  .  .Cobject M of the categories M H and M H such that M is anA A
A-bimodule, a C-bicomodule, and
r l am s m m am . M y1: 0:
r r ma s m a m m . M 0: 1:
 w x. w xcf. 4, Def. 2.1 . In 4 , induction functors between categories of Doi]Hopf
w xmodules are studied. It follows from 4, Theorem 1.3 that the forgetful
C  .functor M H ª M has a right adjointA A
G: M ªCM H . AA
given by
G M s C m M .
with
c m m ? a s c ? a m ma 1.3 .  . y1: 0:
r c m m s c m c m m 1.4 .  .CmM 1. 1.
for any right A-module M, c g C, a g A, and m g M. In particular,
C  .  .C m A g M H . Furthermore, 1.4 defines a right C*-action on C m MA
as follows:
c m m ? d* s c £ d* m m. 1.5 .  .
w xAs another consequence of 4, Theorem 1.3 , we have that the forgetful
 .C Cfunctor M H ª M has a left adjointA
CCF : M ª M H .A
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given by
F M s M m A .
with
b ? m m a s m m ba 1.6 .  .
r m m a s m m a m m £ Sy1 a . 1.7 .  .  . .Mm A 0: 0: 1: y1:
 .  .CIn particular, F C s C m A g M H , and it can be verified easily thatA
this makes C m A into a two-sided Doi]Hopf module. Consequently, if M
is a K-module, then we can define a two-sided Doi]Hopf module structure
on C m A m M.
C  .Similarly, if M is a left C-comodule, then M m A g M H as follows,A
r m m a s m ? a m m m a 1.8 .  .Mm A y1: y1: 0: 0:
m m a ? b s m m ab, 1.9 .  .
and we can define a right C*-action on M m A as follows,
m m a ? c* s c*, m ? a m m a , 1.10 : .  . y1: y1: 0: 0:
for all m g M, a, b g A, and c* g C*.
The algebra C* is a left H-module algebra. The action of H on C* is
given by the formula
 :  :h ? c*, c s c*, c ? h
for all h g H, c g C, and c* g C*. The smash product AaC* is equal to
A m C* as a K-module. The multiplication on AaC* is defined by
aac* bad* s a bac*) a ? d* 1.11 .  .  . . 0: y1:
for all a, b g A, c*, d* g D*. If C is finitely generated and projective as a
C  .  .C  w x.K-module, then M H ( M and M H ( M cf. 9 .A AaC* A AaC*
If M is a right A-module then C* m M is a right A-module and a right
C*-module as follows,
c* m m ? a s Sy1 a ? c* m ma 1.12 .  .  . y1: 0:
c* m m ? d* s c*) d* m m , 1.13 .  .
 .  .for a g A, c*, d* g C*, and m g M. Equations 1.12 and 1.13 make
C* m M into a right AaC*-module. The AaC*-action is given by the
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formula
c* m m ? aad* s c* m m ? d* a .  .  . .
s Sy1 a ? c*) d* m ma . .  . y1: 0:
Moreover, C* m A is also a left A-module via
a ? c* m b s c* m ab 1.14 .  .
for all a, b g A, c* g C*, m g M. This makes C* g A into an
 .  .A, AaC* -bimodule. This structure of C* m A as an A, AaC* -
bimodule will be crucial in the present paper.
2. A MASCHKE TYPE THEOREM
 .Consider a Doi]Hopf datum H, A, C . Recall from Section 1 that
 .C m A and C* m A may be viewed as A, AaC* -bimodules. The struc-
ture maps are given by the formulas
b9 ? c m a ? b0a d* s c £ d* ? bY m b9abY 2.15 .  .  .  . y1: 0:
b9 ? c* m a ? b0a d* s Sy1 bY ? c*) d* m b9abY 2.16 .  .  .  . . y1: 0:
for all a, b9, b0 g A, c g C, c*, d* g C*. Let t : C* m A ª AaC* be the
switch map sending c* m a to aac*.
 .DEFINITION 2.1. An integral map for the Doi]Hopf datum H, A, C is
 .an A, AaC* -bimodule map c : C m A ª C* m A. An integral map c is
called a normalized integral map if
c m a ? t (c c m 1 s c m a 2.17 .  . .  . . 2. 1.
for all c g C and a g A.
The following example will justify our terminology.
EXAMPLE 2.2. Let H be a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra over a field
K, and let A be a left H-comodule algebra. Then H* is a Hopf algebra,
and A is a right H*-module algebra. We take the coalgebra C equal to H.
Let L be a nonzero right integral of H*, and consider the map
c : H m A ª H* m A: h m a ¬ Sy1 h © L m a. 2.18 .  . .L
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A routine computation shows that c is left A-linear and right AaH*-L
 .linear. Hence c is an integral map. The left-hand side of 2.17 amountsL
to
c m a ? t (c c m 1 s h m a ? 1a Sy1 h © L . .  .  .  . .  .   /2. 1. 2. 1.
s Sy1 h © L , h h m a : . 1. 2. 3.
 :s L , 1 h m a
 :and we can conclude that c is normalized if and only if L, 1 s 1.L
Larson and Sweedler's version of Maschke's Theorem can therefore be
restated as follows: H is cosemisimple if and only if there exists a right
integral L: H ª K such that c is normalized.L
EXAMPLE 2.3. Let K be a commutative ring, and take H s A s K. Let
n .C s M K be the n = n matrix coalgebra, that is, C is the dual of the
 .  w x. n = n matrix algebra M K cf. 15, Example 5.4.8 . Let e , « N 1 F i,n i j i j
4  .j F n be the canonical dual basis for C, and let m s m be an arbitraryi j
n = n-matrix. Then the map c : C ª C* defined bym
n
c « s m e . m i j k j k i
ks1
 . nis an integral map for K, K, C . c is normalized if and only if  m sm is1 i i
1.
 4Proof. Take i, j, l, m g 1, 2, . . . , n . In order to show that c is anm
integral map, it suffices to show that c is right C*-linear,m
n
 :c « £ e s c « , e « .  .m i j lm m i k lm k j
ks1
n
s c d « s d m e . m i l m j i l k j k m
ks1
n
s m e ) e s c « ) e , .  . k j k i lm m i j lm
ks1
and this proves that c is right C*-linear.m
 .We now write down the left-hand side of 2.17 in our particular
situation, with c s e and a s 1. We obtaini j
n n
« £ c « s « £ c « s m « £ e .  .  i j2. m i j1. k j m i k lk k j l i
ks1 k , ls1
n n
 :s m « , e « s m « . lk k m li m j k k i j /
k , l , ms1 ks1
It now follows easily that c is normalized if and only if Trace m s 1.m
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EXAMPLE. Let G be a group, and X a right G-set. It is well known cf.,
w x.e.g., 15 that H s KG is a Hopf algebra, and that C s KX is right
KG-module coalgebra. A left KG-comodule algebra is nothing else than a
 4G-graded K-algebra. Let x, p N x g X be the canonical dual basis of KX.x
Then p s gy1 ? p for any g g G and x g X. The map c : KX mx g x
A ª KX* m A defined by
c x m a s p m a . x
 .for x g X and a g A is a normalized integral for KG, A, KX . Indeed,
for g g G, x g X, a g A, and b g A , we have thatg g
c x m a ? b s c xg m ab s p m ab .  . .g g x g g
and
c x m a ? b s p m a ? b s Sy1 g ? p m ab s gy1 ? p m ab .  .  .g x g x g x g
s p m ab ;x g g
hence c is a right A-linear. We leave it to the reader to show that c
 .  .is left A-linear and right C*-linear. Obviously x m a ? 1ap sx
 :p , x x m a s x m a, and therefore c is normalized.x
We can now state the main result of this paper.
 .THEOREM 2.5 Maschke's Theorem for Doi]Hopf Modules . Let
 .H, A, C be a Doi]Hopf datum, and suppose that C is projecti¨ e as a
K-module. If there exists a normalized integral c : C m A ª C* m A of
 .H, A, C , then the following assertions hold.
 . C  . 1 If a morphism u: N ª M in M H has a retraction resp. aA
.  . C  .section in M , then is has a retraction resp. a section in M H ;A A
 . C  .2 if M g M H is semisimple as a right A-module then M isA
C  .semisimple as an object in M H .A
In order to be able to prove Theorem 2.5, we need some technical
preliminary results. We fix an integral map c , and we introduce the
following Sweedler type notation
c c m 1 s cwy1x m cw0x . 2.19 .  .A
C  .For M g M H , we define g : M ª C* m M as the compositionA M
r I m1 mI cmIM C A M M6 6 6M C m M C m A m M C* m A m M
 .I m m (tC* M 6 C* m M , 2.20 .
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where t denotes the switch map and m the right A-action on M. UsingM
 .the Sweedler notation 2.19 , we easily obtain that
w x w xy1 0
g m s m m m m 2.21 .  .  .  .M y1: 0: y1:
for all m g M. We introduce a second Sweedler type notation, now for g :M
g m s my1. m m0. g C* m M . 2.22 .  .M
 .Observe that 2.17 can now be restated as follows,
 .  . w x w x0 y1 0 y1c m a ? c m a s c m a ? c ? c s c m a, .  .  .  . .   /2. 1. 1.
2.23 .
for all c g C and a g A. In the next proposition, we see that, if c is
 .normalized, then 2.23 still holds if we replace C m A by an arbitrary
Doi]Hopf module.
 .PROPOSITION 2.6. Let H, A, C be a Doi]Hopf datum, and M g
C  .M H . If c : C m A ª C* m A is a normalized integral, thenA
m0. ? my1. s m 2.24 .
for all m g M.
Proof. We proceed in four steps.
C  .Step 1. If f : M ª N be a morphism in M H . ThenA
 .  .y1 0y1. 0.m m f m s f m m f m 2.25 .  .  .  . 
 .for all m g M. In particular, if f is injective and 2.24 holds for N, then it
also holds for M.
 .Using 2.21 , we obtain
 .  .y1 0
g f m s f m m f m .  .  . . N
w x w xy1 0s f m m f m f m .  .  . .  . :  :  : y1 0 y1
w x w xy1 0f is C-colinear s m m f m m .  .  .  . y1: 0: y1:
w x w xy1 0f is A-linear s m m f m m .  .  .  /y1: 0: y1:
s my1. m f m0. . .
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Suppose that f is injective, and take m g M. Using the fact that f is right
C*-linear we obtain
 .  .0 y1 0. y1. 0. y1.f m s f m ? f m s f m ? m s f m ? m . .  .  .  .  .  
From the fact that f is injective it now follows that m s  m0. ? my1. and
 .2.24 holds for M.
 .Step 2. If M is a K-module, then 2.24 holds for C m A m M.
Recall that the Doi]Hopf structure is induced by the Doi]Hopf struc-
 .ture on C m A. Using 2.21 , we obtain
w x w xy1 0
g c m a m m s c m c m a m m ? c .  .  . .Cm AmM 1. 2. 1.
w x w xy1 0s c m c m a ? c m m .  . .  /1. 2. 1.
for all c g C, a g A, and m g M. If follows that
 .  .  .  .y1 0 y1 0c m a m m m c m a m m s c m a m c m a m m .  .  .  . 
and we obtain that
 .  .  .  .0 y1 0 y1c m a m m ? c m a m m s c m a m m ? c m a .  .  .  . 
 .  .0 y1s c m a ? c m a m m .  .
s c m a m m
 .such that 2.24 holds for C m A m M.
 .Step 3. If M is a left C-comodule, then 2.24 holds for M m A.
 .  .Recall that the Doi]Hopf structure on M m A is given by 1.8 ] 1.9 .
Let
d : M m A ª C m A m MM
be given by
d m m a s m m 1 ? a m m .  .M y1: A 0:
s m ? a m a m m y1: y1: 0: 0:
for m g M and a g A. Then d is an injective map. We claim that d isM M
C  .a morphism in M H . As in Step 2, the Doi]Hopf structure on C m A mA
M is induced by the one on C m A. For m g M and a, b g A we have that
d m m a ? b s d m m ab .  . .M M
s m ? a b m a b m m . y1: y1: y1: 0: 0: 0:
s m ? a m a ? b m m . y1: y1: 0: 0:
s d m m a ? b .M
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and this proves that d is right A-linear. On the other handM
I m d ( r m m a .  . .M Mm A
s I m d m ? a m m m a .  .M y1: y1: 0: 0:
s m ? a m m ? a m a m m y2: y2: y1: y1: 0: 0:
and
r (d m m a .  .Cm AmM M
s r m ? a m a m m .Cm AmM y1: y1: 0: 0:
s m ? a m m ? a m a m m y2: y2: y1: y1: 0: 0:
and this proves that d is left C-colinear. From Step 1 and Step 2 it nowM
 .follows that 2.24 holds for M m A.
 . C  .Step 4. Equation 2.24 holds for any M g M H .A
Let g X : M m A ª C* m M m A be the composition of the followingMm A
maps:
rMm A ImtX 6 6g : M m A C m M m A C m A m MMm A
cmI Imt6 6C* m A m M C* m M m A . .
 .Using 1.8 we easily obtain that
w x w xy1 0Xg m m 1 s g m m 1 s m m m m m .  .  .  .Mm A A Mm A A y1: 0: y1:
for all m g M. Therefore
g m s I m m g X m m 1 . .  .  .M C* M Mm A A
If we introduce the notation
 .  .y1 0 Um m 1 m m m 1 s m m m m a g C* m M m A .  . A A i i i
we obtain that
my1. m m0. s mU m m a . 2.26 .  i i i
 .Now, 2.24 holds for M m A. Hence
 .  .0 y1m m 1 ? m m 1 s m m 1 .  . A A A
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for all m g M. This may be rewritten as
m m a ? mU s m m 1 . i i i A
 .or, using 1.10 ,
mU , m ? a m m a s m m 1 : i iy1: iy1: i0: i0: A
so
mU , m ? a m a s m 2.27 :  . i iy1: iy1: i0: i0:
 .for all m g M. Using 2.26 we obtain that
m0. ? my1. s m a ? mU .  i i i
by 1.1 s mU , m ? a m a s m : . .  i iy1: iy1: i0: i0:
and this finishes the proof.
 .LEMMA 2.7. Let H, A, C be a Doi]Hopf datum, c : C m A ª C* m A
 . C  .an integral map for H, A, C , and M g M H . Then the map g : M ªA M
 .C* m M defined by 2.20 is right A-linear and right C*-colinear, that is
 .  .y1 0 y1 y1. 0.ma m ma s S a ? m m m a 2.28 .  .  .  .  y1: 0:
 .  .y1 0 y1. 0.m ? c* m m ? c* s m )c* m m 2.29 .  .  . 
for all m g M, a g A, c* g C.
Proof. Let us first prove that g is right C*-linear. For m g M andM
c* g C*, we have that
r m ? c* s c*, m m m m s m £ c* m m . : .  M y2: y1: 0: y1: 0:
Now c is a right C*-module map, so
c c £ d* m 1 s c c m 1 d* s cwy1x) d* m cw0x . .  . A A
 .Using 2.21 we obtain that
w x w xy1 0
g m ? c* s m £ c* m m m £ c* .  .  .M y1: 0: y1:
w x w xy1 0s m )c* m m m s g m c* .  .  . y1: 0: y1: M
for all m g M and c* g C*, and this proves that g is right C*-linear.M
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In order to prove that g is right A-linear we need a new description ofM
the map g . First define the mapM
u : M m C m A ª C m M .M A
by
u m m c m a s c m ma . .M A
for all a g A, c g C, and m g M. u is an isomorphism of right A-M
modules; its inverse is given by
uy1 c m m s m m c m 1 .M A A
for all c g C and m g M. For a, b g A, c g C, and m g M we have
u m m c m a ? b s u m m c m a ? b .  . .  . .M A M A
s u m m c ? b m ab . . M A y1: 0:
s c ? b m mab y1: 0:
s c m ma ? b s u m m c m a ? b .  . .M A
proving that u is right A-linear. Similar arguments show that the mapM
u U : M m C* m A ª C* m M .M A
given by
u U m m c* m a s c* m ma . .M A
is an isomorphism of right A-modules. The inverse of u U is given by theM
formula
u Uy 1 c* m m s m m c* m 1 . .M A A
Now observe that g is the composition of the mapsM
r uy1 Im cM M A6 6 6
g : M C m M M m C m A M m C* m A .  .M A A
uUM 6 C* m M
 .here we remark that I m c is well defined, since c is left A-linear . AllA
the maps above are right A-linear, and therefore g is right A-linear.M
 .PROPOSITION 2.8. Let H, A, C be a Doi]Hopf datum, and suppose
that C is projecti¨ e as a K-module. Let c : C m A ª C* m A be an integral
 . C  .map for H, A, C , M, N g M H , and f : M ª N a right A-module map.A
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The following statements hold.
Ä .1 The map f : M ª N defined by
Ä 0. y1.f m s f m ? m 2.30 .  .  .
C  .for m g M, is a morphism in M H ;A
 . C  .2 if u: P ª M is a morphism in M H thenA
& Äf (u s f (u; 2.31 .
 . C  .3 if ¨ : N ª P is a morphism in M H thenA
& Ä¨ ( f s ¨ ( f ; 2.32 .
C Ä .  .4 if c is normalized and if f is a morphism in M H then f s f.A
Ä .Proof. 1 Let us prove that f is A-linear. For m g M and a g A we
have that
 .  .0 y1Äf ma s f ma ? ma .  .  . .
by 2.28 s f m0.a ? Sy1 a ? my1. .  . .  .  . 0: y1:
f is A-linear s f m0. a ? Sy1 a ? my1. .  .  . . . 0: y1:
by 1.1 s Sy1 a ? my1. , f m0. a : .  .  . .  y2: y1: y1:
= f m0. a .  :0 0:
s my1. , f m0. a Sy1 a : .  . y1: y1: y2:
= f m0. a .  :0 0:
s my1. , f m0. f m0. a : .  .  : 0y1:
0. y1. Äs f m ? m a s f m a. .  .
ÄWe will next show that f is right C*-linear. For m g M, c* g C*, we have
that
 .  .0 y1Äf m ? c* s f m ? c* ? m ? c* .  .  . .
by 2.29 s f m0. ? my1.)c* .  .  . . 
0. y1. Äs f m ? m ? c* s f m ? c*. .  . .
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ÄFrom the fact that C is projective as a K-module, it now follows that f is
also left C-colinear, and this finishes the proof of the first part.
 .2 For any m g M we have
&
0. y1.f (u m s f (u m ? m .  .  . . 
s f u m0. ? my1. . .
 .  .0 y1by 2.25 s f u m ? u m .  .  . .  .
Äs f (u m . . .
 .3 For any m g M we have:
&
0. y1.¨ ( f m s ¨ f m ? m .  . . . 
0. y1. Äs ¨ f m ? m s ¨ ( f m . .  . .  .
 .4 Suppose now that c is normalized and that f is a morphism in
C  .M H . Then for m g M we have:A
Ä 0. y1. 0. y1.f m s f m ? m s f m ? m s f m . .  .  .  . 
 .In the last equality we used 2.24 .
We are now able to prove Theorem 2.5.
 .Proof of Theorem 2.5. 1 First let f : M ª N be a right A-module map
Äsuch that f (u s I . From Proposition 2.8, it follows that f : M ª N is aN &C Ä Ä Ä .morphism in M H and that f (u s f (us I s I , so f is a splittingA N N
C  .map for u in M H . Similarly, if g : M ª N is a right A-linear mapA
C  .such that u( g s I , then g : M ª N is a morphism in M H andÄM A& Ä  .  .u( g s u( gs I s I . Part 2 follows immediately from 1 .Ä M M
 .Let H, A, C be a Doi]Hopf datum, and assume that C is projective as
C  .a K-module. If M is a projective object in M H , then M is projective asA
a right A-module.
C  .Indeed, the forgetful functor U: M H ª M is a left adjoint of theA A
C  .  w x.exact functor C m v: M ª M H see 4 , and therefore U preservesA A
projective objects.
As an application of Theorem 2.5, we can now prove a converse of this
result, and a similar result about injective objects. The second statement in
w xthe following Corollary is a generalization of 8, Theorem 2 .
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 .COROLLARY 2.9. Let H, A, C be a Doi]Hopf datum, with C projecti¨ e
C  .as a K-module, and take M g M H . Suppose that there exists a normalizedA
 .integral c : C m A ª C* m A for H, A, C .
 .  .1 If M is injecti¨ e resp. projecti¨ e as a right A-module then M is an
 . C  .injecti¨ e resp. projecti¨ e object in M H ;A
 .2 M is projecti¨ e as a right A-module if and only if there exists a left
C  . C-comodule W, such that M is a direct summand of W m A in M H theA
 .  ..Doi]Hopf structure on W m A is gi¨ en by 1.8 and 1.9 ;
 .3 if C is finitely generated and c is bijecti¨ e, but not necessarily
C  .normalized, then any injecti¨ e object in M H is injecti¨ e as a rightA
A-module.
 .Proof. 1 Consider the diagram
u6 60 P Q
6
¨
M
C  .with u, ¨ g M H . Let f : Q ª M be a right A-module map such thatA &CÄ Ä .f (u s ¨ . Then f : Q ª M is a morphism in M H and f (u s f (usA
C  .¨ s ¨ , and it follows that M is an injective object in M H . The proof inÄ A
the case where M is projective is similar.
 .2 W m A is free and therefore projective as a right A-module, so it
 . C  .follows from 1 that W m A is a projective object in M H . Therefore MA
C  .is a projective object in M H , and it follows from the above remark thatA
M is projective as a right A-module.
Conversely, let Y be a set of generators of M as a right A-module and
W the subcomodule generated by Y. The map u: W m A ª M: w m a ¬ wa
C  .is an epimorphism in M H . As M is projective in M , u splits in M ,A A A
C  .hence u also splits in M H .A
 . y13 C is finitely generated and the isomorphism c : C* m A ª
w xC m A is A-bilinear and left C-colinear. From 3, Theorem 2.5 , it now
follows that C m v is also a left adjoint of the forgetful functor. Hence
both functors are exact and F preserves injective objects.
3. APPLICATIONS
Modules Graded by G-Sets
In this section, we apply Theorem 2.5 to some particular situations. Let
G be a group, and X a right G-set. As we have already seen, H s KG is a
Hopf algebra, C s KX is a right H-module coalgebra, and a left H-
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w xcomodule algebra A is a G-graded K-algebra. Doi 9 observed that in this
case a Doi]Hopf module is nothing else than a right X-graded A-module
w xin the sense of 16 ; that is, M can be written as a direct sum of
A -modules M s [ M with M A : M for all s g G and x g X.e x x s xsx g X
K X  .We can therefore identify the category M kG and the category of rightA
 .  4X-graded A-modules gr- G, X, A . Let x, p N x g X be the canonicalx
 .dual basis of kX. We define c : KX m A ª KX* m A by c x m a s p mx
a. In Example 2.4, we have seen that c is a normalized integral for
 .KG, A, KX , and from Theorem 2.5 and Corollary 2.9 we immediately
obtain the following result.
COROLLARY 3.1. Let G be a group, X a right G-set, A a G-graded
 .K-algebra, and M g gr- G, X, A .
 .1 If M is semisimple as a right A-module, then M is gr-semisimple,
 .that is, M is a semisimple object of gr- G, X, A ;
 .2 M is gr-projecti¨ e if and only if M is projecti¨ e as a right A-module
 w x.cf. 16, Corollary 2.9 ;
 .3 if X is a finite set then M is gr-injecti¨ e if and only if M is injecti¨ e
 w x.as a right A-module cf. 16, Corollary 3.3 .
Relati¨ e Hopf Modules
We will now show that, if the antipode of H is bijective, the right]left
 . w xversion of situation 2 in Doi's Theorem 8, Theorem 1 cited in the
Introduction is a particular case of Theorem 2.5.
COROLLARY 3.2. Let H be a Hopf algebra o¨er a field K and A a left
 .H-comodule algebra. Let w : H ª A be a total integral such that Im w : K.
H  . Consider a morphism u: N ª M in M H . Then if u has a retraction resp.A
.  . H  .a section in M then u has a retraction resp. a section in M H .A A
 .Proof. w is a left integral of H* and w 1 s 1 . Then H is aH K
cosemisimple Hopf algebra, and there exists also a right integral L: H ª K
 :  w x w x.with L, 1 s 1 see 1 or 18 . From Example 2.2, it follows thatH
c : H m A ª H* m A: h m a ¬ Sy1 h © L m a .L
 .is a normalized integral for H, A, H . The result follows from Theorem
2.5.
The Finite Case
 w x w x.Recall cf. 6 or 11 that an algebra extension f : R ª S is called right
semisimple if every submodule of a right S-module which is right R-direct
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summand is also an S-direct summand. In the following corollary, we
 wgeneralize some results due to Cohen and Fischman see 5, Theorems 4
x.and 6 .
 .COROLLARY 3.3 . Let H, A, C be a Doi]Hopf datum. Suppose that C
is finitely generated and projecti¨ e as a K-module, and that there exists a
 .normalized integral c : C m A ª C* m A for H, A, C .
 .1 The extension A ª AaC* is right semisimple;
 . 2 if M is a right AaC*-module which is semisimple injecti¨ e, projec-
.  .ti¨ e as a right A-module, then M is semisimple injecti¨ e, projecti¨ e as a
right AaC*-module. In particular, if A is semisimple artinian then AaC* is
semisimple artinian.
C  .Proof. If C is finitely generated and projective, then M H ( MA AaC*
 w x.cf. 9 . The result therefore follows immediately from Theorem 2.5 and
Corollary 2.9.
Remark 3.4. Suppose that H is a finite-dimensional cosemisimple Hopf
w x w x.algebra over a field K and C s H. Then H* is semisimple 1 or 18 and
w xA is a right H*-module algebra 7 . Hence we can construct the smash
 :product AaH*. Let L: H ª K be a right integral such that L, 1 s 1 .H K
 .Then the map c : H m A ª H* m A defined in 2.18 is a normalizedL
 .  .integral for H, A, H cf. Example 2.2 . From Corollary 3.3, we obtain
that the extension A ª AaH* is right semisimple. This is in fact the
w xright-handed version of 5, Theorem 4 .
The Drinfel’d Double
Now we recall some basic facts about the Drinfel'd double, as intro-
w x w xduced in 10 . Our main references are 14]17 . Let H be a finite-
 .dimensional Hopf algebra over a field K. The Drinfel'd double D H s
co p  .H j H* is defined as follows: D H s H m H* as a k-module. The
multiplication, comultiplication, counit, and antipode are given by the
formulas
h j f h9 j f 9 s h h9 j f ) f 9, Sy1 h ?h : .  .  2. 3. 1.
D h j f s h j f m h j f .  .  .DH . 1. 2. 2. 1.
« s « m « c o pDH . H H *
S h j f s f © S h j S h © S f .  .  .  . .DH . 2. H 1. 2. H * 1.
for h, h9 g H and f , f 9 g H*. We will now apply the results of Section 2
 . w xto the algebra extension H ª D H . Recall from 2 the following descrip-
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tion of the algebra structure of the Drinfel'd double. H can be made into a
left H m H op-comodule algebra as follows:
h ¬ h m Sy1 h m h . . 1. 3. 2.
H* can be made into a left H m H op-module algebra as follows
 : :h m k d h*, l s h*, klh .
w x  opp .for all h, k, l g H and h* g H*. In 2 , it is shown that H m H , H, H
is a Doi]Hopf datum, and that the corresponding category of Doi]Hopf
modules is isomorphic to the category of Yetter]Drinfel'd modules. We
can consider the smash product of H and H* with respect to this
structure, and it turns out that this smash product is nothing else than the
 . w xDrinfel'd double: D H s HaH*; we refer to 2 for details. As we have
 opp .seen in Section 1, C m A s H m H is a two-sided H m H, H, H -
 .Doi]Hopf module or a two-sided Yetter]Drinfel'd module . Thus H m H
is an H-bimodule, and the left H-comodule structure defines a right
H*-comodule structure. These are given by the formulas
h m k ? l s Sy1 l hl m kl .  . 3. 1. 2.
l ? h m k s h m lk .
h m k ? h* s h*, h h m k : .  1. 2.
 w x.for all h, k, l g H see 2 .
If H is finite dimensional, then H* m H can be given the structure of
 w x .an H-bimodule and a right H*-module as follows cf. 3 for details ,
h* m h ? g s Sy1 g m g d h* m hg .  . . 1. 3. 2.
s h*, g ?Sy1 g m hg : . 3. 1. 2
g ? h* m h s h* m gh .
h* m h ? k* s h*) k* m h , .
for all h, g g H, h* g H.
COROLLARY 3.5. Let H be a finite-dimensional cosemisimple and uni-
modular Hopf algebra o¨er a field K.
 .  .1 The extension H ª D H , h ¬ h j « is right semisimple;H
 .  . 2 if M is a right D H -module which is semisimple injecti¨ e, projec-
.  .ti¨ e as a right H-module, then M is semisimple injecti¨ e, projecti¨ e as a
 .right D H -module.
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 :Proof. Let L be a right integral of H* such that L, 1 s 1, and l aH
two-sided integral of H such that l £ L s 1. Then the map
w : H* m H ª H m H : h* m h ¬ l £ h* m h
 wis an isomorphism of H-bimodules and right H*-modules see 3, Theorem
x. y14.2 and Theorem 2.4 . Therefore c s w : H m H ª H* m H is an inte-
 op .gral map for the Doi]Hopf datum H m H , H, H . It is easy to show
 . y1 .that c h m g s S h © L m g, for all h, g g H. Hence c is a normal-
ized integral map, and the results follows from Corollary 3.3 and the above
considerations.
4. COSEMISIMPLE COALGEBRAS AND INTEGRAL MAPS
We will now look at the particular situation where A s H s K. In this
 .case a Doi]Hopf module is nothing else than a left C-module. Definition
2.1 can be restated as follows.
DEFINITION 4.1. Let C be a coalgebra. A right C*-linear map c : C ª
C* is called an integral for C. c is called normalized if
c £ c c s c . 2. 1.
for all c g C.
Remark 4.2. Let C be a coalgebra over a field K and suppose that
there exists a normalized integral c : C ª C* for C. Then C is a
cosemisimple coalgebra.
Indeed, it follows from Theorem 2.5 that every left C-comodule, being
semisimple as a K-vector space, is semisimple, and therefore C is
 w x w x.cosemisimple see 1 or 18 .
The above remark can be generalized as follows.
THEOREM 4.3. Let C be a coalgebra o¨er a field K. The following
statements are equi¨ alent:
 .1 C m L is cosemisimple for any field extension LrK ;
 .2 There exists a normalized integral c : C ª C* for C.
Before we prove Theorem 4.3, let us first prove the following lemma.
LEMMA 4.4. Let C s [ C be a direct sum of matrix coalgrabrasaa
na .C s M K . Then there exists a normalized integral map c : C ª C*.a
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Proof. In Example 2.4, we have seen that, for a matrix coalgebra
n .C s M K , there exists a normalized integral map.
Assume now that C s [ C is a direct sum of matrix coalgebras C .a aa
Then for each a , we can find a normalized integral map c : C ª CU.a a a
Now consider
c s [ c : [ C s C ª [ CU ª C*a a aa a a
and the projections
p : C* s  CU ª CU .b a a b
Take c g C , c* g C*, and d g C . Using the fact that c £ c* g C anda b a
 .  .c c £ c* s c c £ c* , we obtain thata
 :  :c c £ c* , d s d c c £ c* , d .  .ab a
 :s d c c £ p c* , d . .ab a a
 :s d c c ) p c* , d .  .ab a a
s d c c , d p c* , d : : .  . ab a 1. a 2.
s d c c , d c*, d : : . ab a 1. 2.
 :s d c c )c*, d .ab a
 :s c c )c*, d .
and this proves that
c c £ c* s c c )c* .  .
for any c g C and c* g C*. Hence c is an integral map. We also have
that
c0. ? cy1. s c £ c c s c £ c c s c .  .  2. 1. 2. a 1.
and this proves that c is normalized.
 .  .Proof of Theorem 4.3. 1 « 2 . Let C be a coalgebra over K such
that C m L is cosemisimple for any field extension LrK. Let L s K be
the algebraic closure of K. Then C s C m L is cosemisimple over L. Thus
C s [ C is a direct sum of simple coalgebras over L. As L is alge-aa
na .braically closed, C ( M L for some n g N. From Lemma 4.4, ita a
follows that we can find a normalized integral map c : C ª C*.
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Let i: L ª K be a K-linear splitting map for 0 ª K ª L, and define c :
C ª C* by the formula
 :c c , d s i c c m 1 , d m 1 : .  . .L L
for c, d g C. Then c is K-linear. For any c* g C* and l g L, we define
c* m l g C* by
 :  :c* m l , c m k s c*, c lk .
We then have, for all c, d g C and c* g C* that
 :c c £ c* , d s i c c m 1 £ c* m 1 , d m 1 : .  .  . . .L L L
s i c c m 1 ) c* m 1 , d m 1 : .  . .L L L
s i c c m 1 , d m 1 c* m 1 , d m 1 : .  . ;  /L 1. L L 2. L
s i c c m 1 , d m 1 c*, d : . ;  /L 1. L 2.
s i c c m 1 , d m 1 c*, d c is K-linear : . ;  .  /L 1. L 2.
 :s c c )c*, d .
 .  .and it follows that c c £ c* s c c )c*. Thus, c is an integral map.
Now c is normalized, and therefore
c m 1 s c m 1 £ c c m 1 .  .L 2. L 1. L
s c m c c m 1 , c m 1 . ; . 3. 1. L 2. L
Applying I m i to the above, we obtain thatC
c s c i c c m 1 , c m 1 ; .  /3. 1. L 2. L
s c c c , c s c £ c c : .  . 3. 1. 2. 2. 1.
for all c g C. This proves that c is a normalized integral map.
 .  .2 « 1 . Let c : C ª C* be a normalized integral map for C. De-
 .fine c : C m L ª C m L * as the compositionL
cmIL can6 6
c : C m L C* m L Hom C m L, L s C m L *. .  .L L
A routine verification shows that c is a normalized integral map forL
C m L, and it follows from Remark 4.2 that C m L is a cosemisimple
coalgebra.
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As a direct consequence of Theorem 4.3, we have the following corollary
which can be considered a ``Maschke theorem for coalgebras'':
COROLLARY 4.5. Let C be a coalgebra o¨er an algebraically closed field K.
The following statements are equi¨ alent:
 .1 C is cosemisimple;
 .2 there exists c : C ª C* a normalized integral.
COROLLARY 4.6. Let H be a Hopf algebra o¨er a field K. The following
statements are equi¨ alent:
 .1 H is cosemisimple;
 .2 there exists c : H ª H* a normalized integral.
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 4.3 and the fact that a
Hopf algebra H is cosemisimple if and only if H m L is cosemisimple for
w xany field extension LrK ; see 12, Lemma 1.3 .
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